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ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
lraception, slcriih:ution, abortion. Rlghr to Choose,
;!94-0171.
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Feb. )3. Birkenslocks now 20% off o.!d price until
Feb.JI at Wild Rose, 2916 Cen~raiSE, f:66-9946.

~

2110
DR.

fi.\RNIC'K

IS

INTERf.STED in locntina

chih.lrcn from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
$Htdy on play. If you are interested, plea.!!e ca112774209.
2/10
BE A CLOWN, Claliscs in magict juggling 1 mime,
puppets with Michael Anthony, 265-7465,
217
CONTACTS?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS, Casey
Optical Company, 255.8736.
tfn
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at L
& M Music Studio: 247-StSS.
· 2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make .u gopd
news story? Call the LOPO news tip 'hotline, 2775656.
.
2/10

can't make It during the day, I'll buy you dinner or~
snack some night. They're open until midnight on
weekdays and I am on weekends, so if you get a
chanee give me a call and we'll IJU!.ke a da:te, Nick, 217
l'T'S ABOUT <;f(OICE, You get to efiCpand the areas
of aliveness in your life; health 1 love, sallsfaction,
happines.~, and full 5elf·cxpre~sion, Or, you can l'e
where you are right now, JNSIGHTTRAINlNO. The
weekend experience of your life. Call John 1·9 prn,
Monday thru Frlday, 298-7549.
217

2.

LOST & FOUND

t~OST

CA1, LARGE grey-brown-black long haired,
nufry tailed, short legged male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone since Jan. 2:5 from area Ash aod Silver.
Please ca\1247-2697 if found.
2/10
SCRIMSHAW RING w/bllttcrfly, Women's
restroom Mitchell Hall, Feb, 1. Please return.
Reward, Call Julls 268·48i0.
217
FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 Am incoming NE Hcigius bus -Indy's glove. Claim Rm, 105
Marron Hall.
tfn
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
"/.,77-5907,
ss

'i.:OST:

3.SERVICES

SE I~BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets
wch:~ome, $100. Call 262..1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~
UIO

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial modeC iith
shag rake and attach~pents, lifetirne ractory warraut)',
lake over small payments, 266-:587J,
2./13

ROOMMATE NEE;DED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
apar!ment. J blocks from l)NM. non~smoker, Steve
243-430 I.
. 2/7

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
February, De!ta Mark lOB $39,95; Megaspar~ 400
$42,95; Tiger SST $34.9,5. 268-:5490, Electronic
2/11
Ignition Snles,
1960 PONTIAC CATA~INA. Body and engine
good. $750.00, ncgotiable,r2tl-J-73$71eave messi:tge,

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 Excellent food (no
limit). Private and double;: rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE, 24)-2881.
2/7
GOOD NE 4-1\M DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130.
Call262-17:51, Valley Rcnt~lls, $30 fee.
2/10
NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a furnished Jbdrm house, swimming pool. $100, Afler 6:00 call
299-1308, Mike.
2/8
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CALL 266-9222, $80.00
2/10
monthly.
ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL house in
Corrales, non-smoker, prefer gr&doate student
working person, $135,898-7798,
2/8

5.

FOR SALE

SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machlne, Top
of the Line. Slightly tiSed but still under warranty,
Automatic bobbin winder, has computerized buttonholer and does hundreds of fancY stitches.
Regularly $800, now $1 SO cash. 294~8755.
217

DELUXE MICRO.)'AVE LAROS oven touChmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
2/13
monthly payments. 268-4393.
HANDMADE KNOTTY PINE Taos bed couch,
beautiful, 6 ft. long, foam pad. $300. 765-5726. 217
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, American
OLIN SKI BOOTS. Brand new, IOV~. Milke offer.
cigarettes 48c, every mor.ning 1 at Pipe & Tobacco
294-0840.
217
Road. Vl block rrom UNM. 107 Cornell SB. M-F 9-6
SLEEPING BAG. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum •
FAST
TYPING
266-3953.
2/14
and Sat, 10-5.
2/17
2D.F. mummy. Right for L'illllpcr~, backpackers. 277UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last day
FRESH CIGARS--AT PRICES you can afford.
217
5019; 243-1985.
refund
February
II.
I)
Books
must
be
in
for
full
Avallnble at Pipe& Tobacco Road. 10711 Cornell SE.
PAPA~SAN
CHAIR
$40
or
best
offer.
Contact
Ted
original condition. 2) You must have cash receipt! J)
2/8
at 271-4610 or 292-0523 after 5. ·
2110
You must present student ID.
2/10
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
1974 VEGA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial
REPAIR.
CALL.
Mike,
247-9083.
2/10
VOLVO
intcmivc courses in shooting black-and-white, color.
i/7
tires. Asking $1300. 266~30:5I. evenings.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
INCOME TAX PREPARATION forms 1040-A $5,
1975 MUST~NG II MACH ·1; 4-spced, V-6 low
designed to suit your present knowicdge: absolute
1040$7.50. Lollie, 265-3149.
2/10
mileage, good shape, $2650. Call Jay 8·5, 877·5340.
beginners or intermediates. Special sessions in outEXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905.
2/10
2/7
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house service,
lntem;ive darkroom instruction if relJucslcd.
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2/10
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
buHonholcs, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, insoon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard
without attachments, $27.50 and take machine, 266surance, legal, medical, statistical. Cal\266-4770.
NE. 265-2444.
2110
5871.
2/ll
2/10
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fasHlitch softball needed.
OLD FENDER TELECASTER, hard case, HumTYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery. 2962113
If interested call298-6476,
bucker pickup, white, $200 firm, keep trying, 24.2·
8564.
3/20
2366.
2/7
HAPPY BIRTHDAY VELINDA! May you have a
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page. 883very, very Happy Birthday Sugar and just as great a
1968 AND 1969 VW BUG $850 and $9iO each 2993822.2/13
semester. Lots of Love a11d Kisses, LuisJM.
217
8327.
217
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
SPECIAt DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/case cherry finish
2128
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy . Beginners welcome. 266-929.1.
$275.00 cost $37:5.00 new. 292-3087 after 5:30. 2113
Hour at Ned's.
217
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
HODAKA IOOcc ENDURO MOTORCYCLE. $90.
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE299-4773.
2113
2/8
255-66<0.
scholastic, Charts& tables. 34:5-2125,
4/29
THE HOPE OF GLORY! Free admission rock
KOSS HEADPHONES, $15. 255-6~10.
2/8
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call268-4917,
concert. Saturday nite, Febr)Jary 11th, 7~00 at The
UNDERDASII CASSETTE STEREO with fast
Christi&m Center, 12121 Copflcr NE nenr Juan Tabo.
219
rorward and rewind. $30.255-6610.
218
2/10
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
AM-FM CASSETTE STEREO, mounts in car dash·
now )-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Coutrlbute art,
board, $75.255-6610,
2iB
268-8515.
tfn
photography, prose, poetry, etc, to UNM's creative
MEN'S
FREE-STYLE
SKIS,
size
10
boots,
with
works magazine-ConceptionS-Southwest, Room 10:5
poles. 255-6610.
2/8
Mhrron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28.
MINUTEMAN
MISSLE
NOSECONES,
only
used
I fn
once, good for planters or conversation piece. $:5.00
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from the UNM). We
2/8
each. 255-6610.
PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
Deliver. Call843-9750.
2/10
mobile home flvc miles from campus, Junior, senior,
FOR
SALE:
1976
Fiat
131,
5-spced,
excelknt
conMARY, CARRARO'S CHANGED the menu, but
grad preferred·, $80. Call Jim, 266·7935.
217
dition, low mileage, Sony AM·FM stereo cassette.
don't worry they're still serving those great pizzas,
Call Barry, 877-7881.
2/13
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 3-bdrm house.
heroes and salads. They've added businessman's
Clean,
non-smoking.
Around
Feb.
25th,
268-0183
PEUGEOT
ID·SPEED,
STRAIGHT
handle
bars,
lunches, sandwiches, dinners and even a lo-cal plate.
after S pm.
217
down-tube frame, excellent condition, $60. L'arry,
It seems like they have seating for a hundrcd.lfyou
2/13
COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share 883-7262 after 1:00.
furnished house during week? Excellent neighPEDAL STEEL GUITAR: Call John, 242-2171
NEW MEXICO'~
borhood. Walk to VNM. 2!55·0233, cvcningc;, $90.00.
before 7 pm.
2/8
LARGEST
2/8
NO DOWN PAYME~T Sansu! receiver, 100 watts,
CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely furnished 1-bdrm, $110,
cassette or 8 track player. Fronolic 6-way speaker,
utilities paid. Call262-1751, Va11ey Rentals, $30 fee.
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly paymentS.
CAPEZJO
~
2/10
266·5871
2113
DANSKIN
~
BIKE TO CLASS. Clean solid l·hdrm, S14S, bills
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
GYM-KIN · ~
2/10
paid. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid orr.
$100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities
4121 CEN11AL Nl op-lte Hiland Shoppln8
266-5872.
211)
included. Cal1262-1751, Valley Rentals, SJO fee. 2110
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE someday so start now
when it costs less, Metropolitan Representative,
2/8
LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463,
TYPING. lsi QUALITY, 883-7787.
2/24

4.

HOUSING

SELECTION

foil

•1t

fju\ "

Finaneial Aid
Infor•••ation
Question & Answer Session
Wednesday, February 8 in the
Student Union Ballroom
3 to 4 pm and 4 to 5 pm
Deadline for completed financial
aid forms is March :l, 1.978
(for Summer 1978 and Fall
'
Spring 1978-79)

219
MOPEDS ·FROM $399, Vespa Scooters; Vespa,
Peugeot, Herculcs 1 Batavus Mopeds, Service & accessories. J.J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 219

EMPLOYMENT

6.

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people. Work as little as J hrs. per week, or more.
212
Cnli2'J'J.Q401 for more informntlon,
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, Oex.ible hours, good pay,
Possible fulHimesummer. C~ll Phil Franczyk, CLU.
883-5360,
2117
ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
students. Tutors want~t,d. Proficiency in Math,
Verbal, ~asic Science skills. Excellent Pay. Call294·
0416.
2/7

CAMPUS ORGANIZER: ·TRAVEL to NM campuse$ to establish public interest research groups, Car
· and organizing experience essential, Fifteen to twenty
hours per week, Feb-May, $3.25-$3.,50 per hour plus
sornc expenses. Oeadtine is Feb, 8. Semi resume or
ex.pcrience description to NMPIRG. PO Box 4564,
Albuquerque, 87106. 277-2757, Minorities, women
and students encouraged 10 apply,
217
MEN!~WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No e;.~perience rcq'uircd, Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information lo SI;AFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington98362.
2110

8.

-

Them is hope for those who
mm;t travel across the sea of
mud betweon the new art
building and the bookstore, according to UNM's Architecture
Department.
Project Engineer Robert Schmidt said plan:; to completely
• landscape the area northwest
of the art building should be
completed in thme to four
weeks. Ho said work will' get
under way afgter landscaping
around the cancer and lew
buildings is completed.
The area became a problem
when dirt was dumped into it
during construction of the art
building, he said.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS'I Water Tr_ips $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained rrame, 2.) safety liner, J)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size IJ1Rtlress with 3-year
suarnntec; $89.95. 3~07 Centrnl NE;.1.S5-2289, 2123
DANCEII FEBRUARY 19,1978. )p<n-7pm
Americfl.n Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
Music by Spinning Wheel, $6 a couple, $3 single
th::kets available at all Ticket master local ions.
2/lO
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb, lith
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturday 10:00 am-:5:00 pm,
Cost $30.00, students $20,00. Phone 262-0066 or 266-

lm.
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Travel to NM Campuses to establish
Public Interest Research Groups
Car and organizing experience essential.
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TDDAY'S CKDSSWDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Bog
6 Active one
1 0 Male animal
14 Wonderland
girl
1 5 Apart from
that
16 Small group
17 -----plexus:
Body network
18 Clever peopie.
19 Ita Ita capital
20 Appeared
22 Spelled out
24 Was worthwhile
26 Specimens
27 Soltened
31 Drive a nail
obliquely
32 Bestow
33 Female
horses
35 Buddy
38 Optical
product
39 Resided
40 Unspoken
farewell
41 Before
42 Repeated
design
43111
44 lnterj. of
scorn
45 Canines
47 Installed in
office
51 Primary

source
52 Surpass
54 Unfolded
58 NL membars: Abbr.
59 Moviemaker---Tors
61 Insect stage
62 Sea eagle
63 Hairline
area
64 Furnish serVICe
65 Applied hair
cosmetic
66 Erode with
the teeth
67 Sleeping
sound

1 come
together
2 century
plant
3 Irritate
4 Runs hurriedly
5 -------now
6 ---Line:
Radar
system
7 Fetid
a Colorado
n park
9 Said again
10 Multi-colorad fabric
11 Fishing lure
1 2 -----Semple
McPherson
13 Irritating in-

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

centlves
21 Morse code
sound
23 Minor
prophet
25 Relinquish a
function
27 Death rattle
28 Widemouthed jug
29 Highway
strip
30 Cranelike
device
34 Apply
35 Derind
36 State
37 Dregs
39 Scowling
40 Jazz great
Paul -------42 Market

43 Cancer and
Capricorn
44 Expressed
displeasure
46 Australian
animal: lnformal
4 7 Contended
48 Act quickly
49 Do penance
50 Furniture
item
53 Parent: Informal
55 1949 pact:
Abbr.
56 H_ungarian
c'ity
57 Paul q. ----:
Fr. painter
60 Of recent
origin

Library ·Fund
Bill Introduced
An appropriation for $20 million to be divided among libraries of state
insituiutions of higher education including UNM during the next 10 years
was introduced by Sen. Ray Leger, D-San Miguel.
The bill proposes that the money be divided at the rate of two million
dollars a year for the five-year period from Falll978 to Spring 1983.
The last library bond issue began in Fall 1973 and is to run out this
spring.
Library Dean Paul Vassallo .said he is optimistic the bill will pass, but
stressed the importance of the appropriation to the University.
"The current bond issue comprised 53 per cent of our total acquisition
hudgm Ja~t yea•·. It means cssentiai1y that un:e~~ we bavc an increase, Wl:
. will have one half the money to spend. It means we would either have to
pretty much cut out purchasing books and buy only serials, or else cut half
the serials and keep half the books.''
UNM will have received $4 million by the time the 1973 issue runs out.
The proposal asks that the formula dividing the money be based on the
full-time equivalent (FTE) of faculty members, the (FTE) graduate
enrollment, the FTE undergraduate enrollment, (the FTE is determined by
multiplying the number of student or faculty hours by a full-time load), the
undergraduates in honors or independent study programs, field of undergraduate concentration in masters work or equivalent, fields of
graduate concentration in doctoral work or equivalent and existing
collection.
The bill is to go before the Senate Finance Committee today.
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Wednesday, February 8, 1978

For Mid-Income Families

Student Loans Altered
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter will
propose a program combining
grants and loans designed to help
rn:ac.ile inl.!oni" families send
children to college and offset an
eight-year cost jump of 71 per cent,
his chief spokesman said Tuesday.
Carter, who will detail the plan
Wednesday along with Secretay
Joseph Califano of Health,
Education and Welfare, mentioned
the need for such a step in his State
of the Union Message last month.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill,
following a breakfast meeting with
Carter, said the program "will be
aimed at the middle income
groups."

"There's a strong feeling that
other programs in the past have
been aimed at the very poor and the
wealthy," O'Neill said.
Carter'» r• <:6~ Se<.retay J ody
Powell, declining to outline
specifics, said the program "is in
response to the fact that, for
example, from the years 1967 to
1975 college costs have increased by
about 71 per cent."
The average room, board and
tuition at a private college runs
more than $4,000 per year, and at
public insititutions about $2,000, he
said.
"This sort of increase has placed,
not only the lower income families,
but also middle income families in a

position so that their ability to send
their children to college is in
jeopardy," Powell said.
"This is a response to the
President's concern, and .:oncern
expressed in the Congress, about
this problem and the plight patrticularly of middle income families
who are not in a position to receive
adequate aid under existing
programs."
He said funds were included in
Carter's budget to cover most of
the cost, but did not give a dollar
amount.
The administration considers the
proposal an alternative to the
tuition tax credit offered late last
year by Republicans as an amen-

(cont. on pag:o'3)

Lobos Leap Four Notches in AP Ranking
The UNM basketball team
apparently impressed sportswriters
and broadcasters more than
coaches with its two road wins over
Colorado State and Wyoming last
weekend.
The 17-2 Lobos, on a 10-game
winning streak, leaped from lOth to
sixth in the Associated Press poll of
sportswriters and boradcasters in
this weeks' rankings, but retained
their No. 8 position in the United
Press International poll of the
nation's collegiate coaches.
Kentucky retained its ranking as
the No. 1 team in the nation in both
polls by wide margins. However,
the Lobos received one first-place
vote in both polls.
UNM defeated Wyoming 94-91
last Thursday and whipped
Colorado State 91-82 last Saturday
night. The wins improved UNM's
league-leading Western Athletic
Conference record to seven whis
and no defeats. The Lobos are next
in action against Arizona in the Pit
Thursday night.
Both polls agreed on the best five
teams in the nat.ion but varied the
positioning of those teams. AP
listed Kentucky first; Arkansas
second; Marquette third; Notre
Dam!: fourth and UCLA fifth. UPI
ranked Kei:t!fCkY first; Marquette,
second; Arkansa~ thrid; UCLA
fourth and Notre Dame fiitli,

2

3

.,.
~

UPI coaches poll
- - - -- AP sportswriters and broadcasters poll
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Bulldozers Dig Out
Snow-Crippled State

\

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UP!) - President Carter ordere,d army equipmerjt airlifted into Rhode Island Tuesday to help the nation's smallest state
dig out from two to three feet of crippling snow. Hurricane-force winds .
caused ma'mmoth drifts that clogged all highways.
At least nine storm-related deaths were reported - .all from heart attacks.
The storm was the worst since record-keeping started in 1905. The
National Weather Service said a 26-inch snowfall at its Warwick office in
WASHINGTON (UP I)-The
24 hours broke the old ·record of 18.3 inches set in 1961. Snow levels
Senate
Tuesday passed legislation
peaked at 35 inches in Burrill ville in the northwestern corner ofthe state.
designed to ensure that U.S:
nuclear fuel exports do not fall into
CONTACT LENS
the hands of terrorists and "are not
.
SPECIAL
sent
to governments that plan to use
$10 Allergan Kit $3.50
Call fur lr1v. prit·~
harcl,
them for atom born bs.
~oft, ur wmi-mfllt·n~~~
HAYAY SHALOM
The measure, already passed by
·Casey Optical Co.
the
House, was approved in the
d.Jor to C'a.vt11 He-xalllJru~)
Recorded Message
Senate on an 88-3 vote. It now goes
Lomas at Washington
568
Phone
-::255-8736
to a con{erence committee for
resolution of differences.
The senate version included an
amendment allowing Congress to
veto any U.S. purchase of bomb. ·grade nuclear waste from foreign
countries in order to prevent the
material from falling into the
wrong hands:
Th!! amendment, approved 91-0,
requires
a vote of both houses to
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
cancel an administration purchase.
Now there Is a way to bridge the gap between an
An attempt to let only one house
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
veto a deal was defeated 47-44.
career. The Lawyer·~ Assistant is able to do work tradi·
tionally done by lawyers.
·
Advocates of the one-house veto
Three months of intensive training can give you the
cited safety and cost questions
skills-the courses are· taught by lawyers. You choose
about storing the potentially
·one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
volatile nuclear waste in the United
which you want to work.
States.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training .has
Those backing the two-house
placed more than 2,000 graduates In law firms, banks,
amendment
as a compromise said if
and corporations in over 80 cities.
the
United
States agrees to buy
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in !!. career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
back spent fuel from nations that
to meet you.
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World NewS
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~Potential' Help
By BEVERLY HARRON
LOBO Staff Writer
Within the past decade, a number
of groups have sprung up which are
oriented toward helping a person
attain his "real self." But there is
one woman among the multitudes
who has a different idea. She says
that she can't tell" you how to find
yourself, but that you have the
"potential" to find and be yourself. This lady Thelma Brown, will
be in Albuquerque for six weeks,
giving some "potentiality" classes
at the Four Seasons Motor Inn.
These classes are free and

uclear Safeguards Ensured

Fuel Exports Bill Passed

01
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Acareer in lawwithout law school.

Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

VVe will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

Vol. 82

.No. 91

381401
The Ne(JJ Mexico Dotru Lob J is published

The Institute for

Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board .Q! _5tudent
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Fiuaneial Aid
lnfor•••ation
Question & Answer Session
Wednesday, February 8 in th.e
Student Union Ballroom
3 to 4 pm and 4 to 5 pm
Deadline for completed financial
aid forms is ·March 1, 1978
(for Summer 1978 and Fall,
Spring 1978-79)

imported it from America in the
first place, those countries would
not have a Ghance to reprocess the
fuel into weapons.
Sen. Jo)ln Glenn, D-Ohio, floor
manager of the bill, said American
refusal to take back the spent fuel
"raises the specter of nuclear
holocaust if it gets into the hands of
terrorists or a nation that does not
share our peaceful intentions."
Sen. James McClure, R-ldaho,
noted the United States is running
out of room for its own nuclear
·

most fundamental of all the
questions regarding the safety and
security of the people of this
country."
Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill,. calling
the burial of such high-powered
wasted as emotional an issue as if
"New York City were discovered
dumping its garbage into Lake
Michigan," said the waste "is more
dangerous to have in some remote
area accessible to terrorists or the
head of a terrorist state than to
have it right here in the United
States."

Brazilian
Actress
To Appear

'Desperate' Somalis
Request Arms Aid

Maria. Fernanda, the foremost
Brazilian actress and daughter of
Cecilia Meireles, will read selections
from ber mother's poetry Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Ortega Hall
Reading Room.
She is lecturing in the United
States through a ·sponsorship of the
Brazilian-American
Cultural
Institute in Washington, D.C.
Maria Fernanda has acted in
Brazilian
productions
of
"H am It"
"AS
e,
treetcar named
Desire'' and George Bernard
Shaw's "Saint Joan."

MOGADISHU, Somalia(UPI) - Senior Somali officials, saying their
position had suddenly become "desperate," apppealed anew to western
governments Tuesday for more arms to fight off a Cuban-and-Russianbacked Ehtiopian offensive in the Ogaden Desert.
The appeal was made as an African peace mission arrived from Ethiopia
saying that it would be "unrealistic" to expect an early end to the war
whose· tide was quickly turned against Somalia by in-flows of Soviet,
Cuban and Israeli weapons.
Somalia, lashing out at Cuba and the Soviet Union, summoned its
students home from Moscow and Havana, charging they were being
brainwashed and starved into denouncing their government.
According to diplomatic sources, senior Somali officials told diplomats
in Mogadishu that Somalia's military situation in the Ogaden Desert war
with Ethiopia had become "desperate" since the start of the Ethiopian
offensive Friday.
According to well-informed sources, President Siad Barre, who flew to
the northern city of Hargeisa Saturday to confer with his military commanders for two days, extended his stay because of the deteriorating
military situation.

lcont. from page 11
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presidential consumer adviser in the
last administration who helped
create a series of consumer offices
in each department.
Glickman, however, contended
his plan would result in independent offices and would not be
merely a "bone" tossed to
organized consumer advocates as
the previous administration plans
·
had been.

dment to the Social Security Bill.
That proposal was dropped from
the bill, but has been submitted
separately this year.
The tax plan would allow a credit
of $250 per year for each student in
a college or post-high school
vocational insititution. Carter
opposed the idea for several
reasons, including his contention it
would be of limited help to neecli"·
families.

scheduled to run every Monday or
Wednesday at 7 pm for four weeks.
What Brown said she hopes to do in
these four weeks is to tap the part
of a person that lies dormant, his
realli fe
She combines all aspects of the
human body-spiritual, emotional,
mental, and physical in an attempt
to have each person realize that he
is valuable to himself. Once he feels
that, she said, he can help others to
feel it.
Perhaps the most important
aspect, she said, is that you are
valuable to God; he created you
because he wanted to. Th,e
program, she said, is oriente'l:i
to;vard feelings, not thinking, and
this makes the situation much more
comfortable.
Brown said the program opens all
five senses, and leads into a sixth
sense, which can not be explained,
only felt. She said that although she
uses the words from Jesus in the
Bible, she is trying to show that the
Bible is a manual, a "do-ityourself" program, a way of trying
out Jesus's "ideas, ideals,
thoughts, and understandings."
Some people ask Brown what
qualifications she has for teaching
this, and she replies that about six
years ago, she began having
thoughts that made little sense at
the time, bnt she .wrote them down
anyway. After four years, she had a
massive collection of notes and
scribbles, which she read. Suddenly
she realized what she had; the word

The GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL

August 11. anlhropology. art. bilingual
education. folklore. history. political
science. Spanish language and litera·
ture.lntensive Spanish. Tuition:$245:
board and room with Mexican family:
$285. For brochure: GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL, Alumni 211.
University of Arizona. Tucsoo. Arizona
85721. (602) 884·4729.
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CARNATIONS

NOW!!!
City-Wide Delivery!
Send Your Loved One
Some Columbian
carnations

~./ For A Valentine's D~~ oO

•Oo

Surpri~~

lf:t'\.·

Free Pitcher of Coke
with this coupon and the purchase

of a small, medium or large

Godfather's Pizza
Limit one coupon per eat·in pizza ordered.
Coupon valid through February28, 1978 at:

Either Albuquerque Location
Northeast-

UNM Area -

8700 Menaul Blvd., NE
106 Buena Vista, SE

"

Al;tractfons: multiple Feo.totes
Plot Ending: Guaranteed Emplo.!Jment and Q Great

Wa!:J of Life Upon Gro.duatlon

~·
..

In The Wyoming Mall
Between Woolco & Mall Theater

294-3072

Seniors/Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
Reps On Campus- Mon.-Wed. Feb.l3-15

Peace

Depcvtment of Aerospo.ce Studies
Studio: NOl l.o.s Lomas
Show Times: Continuous Progro.ms Ec.ch Semester

Now Open

Sign Up Now For Interview

a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA program. offers July 3·

It's easy! Just stop by the Delta Sigma Pi table in the SUB on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, to be delivered on Valen·
tine's Day to the person of your choice- with the message you
choose!

from God to begin spreading
"potentiality" through mankind .
The notes she had taken were not
in order, but when she read them all
together, Brown said she realized
that she had found a way of
communicating what she had, She
said she had been depressed for
nearly all her life and could never
get out of it. Now she said she has
the courage to face whatever
happens to depress her.
She feels fantastic, she said. She
has lost excess weight, which she
attributes to her potential.
Brown has a prediction for the
future, that the children of today's
teenagers will live in the Aquarian
Age and that they will have found
their potentials, expressing them in
many different forms. The
teenagers who will have these kids
need their potential in order to
understand their children.

THERE'S NO TIME LIKETHE PRESENT
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE
PEACE CORPS

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA. MEXICO

ORDER YOUR
COLUMBIAN

"THE HIGH AND ffiiGHTV LOBOS"
Starring· UNm Students

... Aid

Consumer Plan Killed
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
House Tuesday overwhelmingly
rejected a proposal to install
consumer
interest
offices
throughout the federal government
instead of creating the single
consumer protection agency advocates have been seeking for a
decade.
The series of offices, one in each
of 23 cabinet and federal regulatory
agencies, would have been controlled by presidentially appointed
consumer representatives empowered to work from the inside to
resolve consumer complaints.
After defeating the substitute,
the House quit for the day without
taking up the main question of
whether the single office of consumer representation should be
created. The issue will be considered Wednesday.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn.,
said the move by Rep. Dan Glickman, D-Kan. "Should be called the
Virginia
Knauer
Memorial
Amendment" -a reference to the

Offered

ffiAKE YOUR OWN ffiOVIE

rrwn.c

Quality Plants
a~The Lowest Prices

SPECIAL SALE
Rubber Plants
As low as $8.50

Areca Palms
5-7 Feet Tall
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It is encouraging to note that both United States Sen._ Pete Domenici
and the New Mexico Legislature are taking active stands in retaining the
-<i state's veto power over the dumping of nuclear waste here.
.,..
New Mexico has been a candidate for the s.ite of the Waste Isolation
~ Pilot Project plant for some time. Under the plan, nuclear waste would
tl. be transported-by truck and buried in certain sites around the country.
One of the proposed sites is near Carlsbad.
MANY PEOPLE HAVE DOUBTS AS TO THE SAFETY of such a
project and we are among them. They want to see. more testing for
harmful effects done before any burials are started.
And so it was gratifying last week when representatives David
Salman and Abel McBride introduced legislation that would let the
voters decide whether nuclear waste could be imported into the state
for disposal.
Domenici, addressing the legislature Monday, said he is drafting a bill
that would allow the state legislature to veto any proposed nudear
waste disposal in the state.
REGARDLESS OF ARGUMENTS FOR OR AGAINST nuclear
waste disposal in New Mexico, the final decision should be left up to
the voters. After all, it is the citizens of this state who will have to live
with the waste and it is the citizens of this state who should have the
right to decide.

Moped Debate
A good, healthy debate on a subject is often the best way to reach a
conclusion. Discussion leads to the airing of different viewpoints and
allows those who have not made up their minds to make a choice. And
after all is said and done, we do expect people to make a choice.
Such was not the case with the ASUNM Senate at its meeting last
week. The senate was stalemated over whether mopeds are bicycles or
motorcycles. Seven senators thought they were bicycles and seven
thought they were motorcycles.
THE DISCUSSION WAS SPARKED by a request from the
University subcomittee on parking and planning for student input on
the University's policy on mopeds and skateboards on campus.
To the senate~s credit, it passed a reasonable motion that
skateboards should be allowed to remain on campus, but forbidden on
wheelchair ramps.
Unfortunately, we cannot give the same credit to the senate for its
action on the mopeds.
It is not the deadlock that upsets us so much as some of the comments that were made during the discussion.
ONE SENATOR SAID, "IF TftEY (the subcommittee) want an
opinion, tell them I think they're wasting their time."
Another senator chimed in that since there aren't many mopeds on
campus, we should take care of them when they become a problem.
Come on, guys.
Is it really a waste of time for a faculty committee t9 try and get
student input on an issue that affects students? We wonder about
when parking on campus first became a problem if someone said,
"Why don't we take care of it when it becomes a problem?"
Responsiveness and responsibility are what government most lacks
today. The senate should consider this when it meets tonight.

The Real Thing
In the minor occurences of every-day life, we often find the brightest
news.
Last week, the concession manager for UN M announced that Shasta
soft drinks will replace Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola in UNM vending
machines to avoid having to raise prices from 30 to 35 cents. It seems
the prices of the more popular soft drinks are going up and naturally,
this hike would be passed on to you and I.
WE THINK MOST STUDENTS WILL GREET this as good news.
Of course, there are those of you out there who are addicted to Coke
and Pepsi who will be absolutely enraged, but so it goes.
We applaud the action of concession manager Jack Hankins. This is
a dog-eat-dog world and those who are most competitive deserve to be
rewarded.
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UNM . Mountain Club meets
tonight at 7:30p.m. in Rooms 231
0 and E in the SUB. The meeting
. will include' a cross-country skiing
movie and discussions about a Feb.
II and 12 clinic.
ASUNM Crafts . Shop, in the
lower level of the SUB, is holding a
free ceramics workshop Wednesdays, 12-1 p.m. Face-casting is
scheduled tonight at 7 pm.
Albuquerque Sierra Club will
meet at 7:30p.m. Thursday, Feb. 9
in the Hospitality Room of the First
National Bank building at the
corner of San Mateo and Central.
Several environmental films will be
shown. All interested are urged to
attend.
Campus crusade for Christ will
hold their weekly leadership
training classes at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 9 in Mechanical· Engineering,
Room 102.
The Circle-K weekly meeting will
begin at 7 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 9 in
the SUB, Room 250 D.
Delta Sigma Pi will sell
Columbian carnations at the SUB
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Thursday and Friday. Free city
wide deliver.
Information about beginning
classes in social dance, swing, tap
and disco are available Friday 7:309:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
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Opinion

Meaning of Life

H&Y,toOk! IJJ&U, OF
ITS KOCiff ITS CO/JRS/3.'
MAYOR KOCH! IT's HIS
CITY!

by Christian on Campus
"Life is just to die." This is only one of the responses we had in a
recent survey of students when we asked the question, "What is the
meaning of life?"
The majority of those randomly interviewed had a positive answer.
"Living," "Being successful, happy, and educated," "Constantly being
in motion, not being stagnant," "Doing the best you can with what you
have," were contrasted with a few negative answers like, "Surviving,"
or "To die." A few were concerned with others by stating "Living for
others," and "Providing for the family."
A companion question we asked was, "Why do you exist on the
earth?" Almost all the answers were vague, the most popular being, "I
don't know." Others include "That's what·l'm trying to find out," "I
just happen to be here," and "There isn't any reason." A few gave
more definite answers such as "To be a dancer" and "To set an
example for my family and neighborhood."

Maker$ of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HeY! I<OCHYlHeRE

(Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply)

70 eNDORSe POUT/CAL- R&PRE55/0N

IN IRAN?

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER
JUNE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

It is the view of Christians on Campus that the answer to our
questions is related to the nature of man. All would agree we have a
physical body with its biological life. We also have a psychologiccrllife
which is the life of the soul with its emotions, attitudes, and desires.

Career Employment
Opportunities

The psychological life is deeper that the biological life. But if these
are all one has or, we should say, all one thinks he has, he will answer
such questions on the basis of these two realms, the physical or the
psychological.

With The·

U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency

Actually though, man has more. There is something even deeper in
man. He not only has a body and a soul, but he also has a spirit! And it
is this part of our being which has the most to do with the meaning and
purpose of life. It was no accident that we were created this way. In
respect of both physical (body) pleasures and psychological (soul)
pleasures, many things can fill us. Yet - and this is the key - in spite
of all we've tried, we're still not satisfied.

The Central Intelligence Agency has professional
opportunities for persons trained in the disciplines
listed below. If you are a senior or graduate
student now completing your studies we will be
pleased to review your credentials.

Why are we not yet satisfied? Because none of these things can fill
that deepest part of us, our spirit. Only Christ can fill this part. God
created us in such a way that we could never be satisfied with anything
less than His beloved son, Jesus. We were actually made to contain
just Him. This is the purpose and meaning of human life - to open up
and take Christ in. He wants to come into us and live His life out
through us. This is why He said, "I am come that they might have life
and that they niight have it more abundantly." And again, "Behold, I
stand at the door and knock: if any many hear my voice, and open the
door, I will come into him and feast with him, and he with me." To
open up and receive Him is to experience this, wonderful '/llbundant
·
·life" - "the life that is really life I"

<

Inmates' Requests
Several prison inmates have written to the LOBO asking us to print
their letters requesting correspondence with students.
Oliver J. Campbell 148-800, P.O. Box 69, London Correctional
Institution, London, Ohio, 43140. Campbell says he is lonely with
nothing to do but stare at the sky all day.
·
Joe Sadauskas 36436, Box 1000, Steilacoom, Washington, 98388.
Sadauskas is a 29-year-old-white man.
James Walls 72A631, P.O. Box 149, Attica, N.Y. 14011. Walls is 40
and seeking correpsondence from a woman and would like her
photograph .

Sponsored by the UNM Ballroom
Dance Club.
UNM Ballroom Dance Club is
sponsoring a Valentine's Dance1
Friday, Feb. 10, 7:30-9:30 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom. Non-members,
50 cents; members, free. Everyone
is welcome.
A Peace Corps/Vista representative
will be in front of the SUB Feb. l3
through Feb. 15 with information
for anyone interested iT! joining
these groups. Further information ·
is available at the placement office,
2131 Mesa Vista Hall.
A Free Bicycle Repair clinic will
be held on the eastside parking lot
of the Alternative Community
Center 106 Girard Blvd. SE. The
clinic will·be from 10 am to noon,
Saturday, Feb. 1I. For more information call the Albuquerque
Bike Co-op.
Applications for "Residence Hall
graduate and undergraduate staff
positions now being accepted.
Application deadline is March 3.
Contact the Associated Dean of
Students Office, second floor, La
Posada Hall.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ECONOMICS/ECONOMETRICS
ENGINEERING (ME, EE, Electronics,
Aero, Nuclear, Civil)
FOREIGN AREA STUDIES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Russian, Eastern
Europe, Middle Eastern, Oriental,
Spanish)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS e
INFORMATION SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
OPTICS
All initial assignments are in the Washington,
D.C. area. Some require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship· required.
Get an application form from the Career Planning
& Placement Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall,
South: MAIL IT NOW. Qualified applicants will
be contacted to arrange an off-campus interview.
Mail Your Own Resume Or Application Form To:

L. L. CURRAN

by Garry Trudeau

P.O. BOX 669

LAWNDALE, CA 90260

DEAN'S DENIAL
COOKEVILLE,
Tenn.
(UPI)-John Dean says there is no
way that Fred Fielding could have
been
''Deep Throat," the
mysterious informant who helped
break the Watergate scandal.
Fielding, Dean's deputy while
Dean was counsel to former
President Richard Nixon, has also
denied· reports in a forthcoming
book by Former Nixon Chief of
Staff Bob Haldeman identifying
Fielding as the informant who
leaked information to Washington
Post reporters Bob Woodard and
Carl Bernstein.
"There's no way Fielding could
have been 'deep Throat,'" Dean
told students at Tennessee Tech
Monday night. "It shows me that
Bob is pretty much out of touch
with what's happening."

Dean said the report may be an
"unfortunate
hype"
for
Haldeman's book, "The Ends of
Power."
"1 worked very closely with
Fielding," Dean said. "I hired him.
I brought him to the White
House."
CONFIRMS FOXX OUSTI<;R
TAFT, Okla. (UP I)-The City
Council has affirmed its decision to
fire comedian Redd Foxx as
Honorary Police Chief of this
predominantly black community.

-~"

The council gave Foxx the
honorary title four years ago after
the comedian promised to help lift
the community out of its financial
straits. City officials said Foxx
failed to keep his promise.
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Mayor Johnnie Simmons asked
for another vote on the Foxx firing
Monday night, saying the Jan. 30
session had been for "discussion"
purposes only. The council voted 2I, with one member abstaining, to
uphold its previous decision.
Simmons said the issue is now
dead.

TIME
Make the n1ost of it ..
in VISTA
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
. Reps On Campus- Mon.-Wed. Feb. 13-15
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Allen Likes to Play

The Independent film series continues tonight with three films by
Kenneth Anger: Lucifer Rising, Rabbit's Moon and Eazix D'Artifice.
Anger's films deal with topics such as witchcraft, bikers and rock 'n' rolL
Eaux D'Artifice is one of the most intricately beat~tiful of all independent
film.
Thursday night, there will be a program of structuralist film including
Gehr's Serene Velocity, Gerson's Group 4 Wieland's Dripping Water, and
Brakhage'~Domain ofthe Moment. Filmmaker Gary Doberman will be on
hand to lead discussion on the films. Both programs will be shown at 8 pm
only.
On Friday Howard Hawk's His Girl Friday, starring Cary Grant, will be
screened. This Academy-award winner set up later versions of The Front
Page and is a comic look at the life of a newsperson.
Finishing the week will be Jan Kadar's Shop On Mainstreet. The winner
of "Best Foreign Film" in I965 deals with the Nazi occupation of
Czechoslovakia.
"

movies
at

the

SUB

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
It's like the calm before the
storm. Jimmy Allen sits on the
bench watching and waiting.
Then with a wave of his arm,
Norm Ellenberger ushers Allen into
the game. The rain begins to pour.
A shot is missed. Allen stretches
every inch of his 6-9, 207-pound ·
frarne and rips the ball from the air.
The lightning and thunder crackle
and boom.
It can be said that Jimmy Allen
does not always cause the skies of
the University Arena to sparkle
with lightning and rock with
thunder, but it can never be said
that Jimmy Allen does not like to
play basketball.
"I like to play," Allen said.
"When I was in grac:le school and
junior high, I liked to play."
"It doesn't really matter if I'm
coming off the bench or not. It's
just a matter of getting in there and
playing," he said.
Allen had been sharing the
starting job with Wil Smiley, but
•
lately it has been Smiley going up
for the opening tipoff.
"I'm not out tryuing to beat
anybody. I know the competition is
there. I just do what I can and as
long as we're playing together as a ,_.
_ . -_.•
team that's okay," he said.
Allen said, "A lot of people
•I
mistakenly see me as shy and quiet. 11
They don't know me."
ill
Allen said he came to UNM
Jimmy Allen: Daily LOB-O Player of the Week
because, "I liked the basketball
program and the "Pit". I really like
know. What can I say• I just don't
the fans.
"In my farthest dreams I never know."
imagined" playing for a team _good
And when the clouds disappear
enough to be ranked in the nation's and the college basketball storm is
top I 0, he said.
over, maybe Jimmy Allen will
"I don't know how good we are.
know his future as well as he knows
I don't make that decision, the himself.$
people who make the polls decide
"I guess I'm the one who knows
that. I do know that we have a good me best. I'm quiet, but not shy. I'm
team here," he said.
not loud. I'm just not that way," he
Of the future Allen said, "I don't
said.

l

·Independent Film Series

SAVE35'

By TOM HEADY
The ASUNM film committee is
sponsoring a unique series of the
type of film known as Independent
or Avant-garde cinema to be shown
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 8
p.m. in the SUB Theatre. The series.
will offer an extremely rare op. portunity to experience one of the
most vital American contemporary
arts.

Now between 3:00-5:00 p.m.
All S1.60 Deli Sandwiches Are
Only S1.25This Week Only
TheTioVivo
New Mexico Union Food Service
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The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall

For Information
Call277-3121

- Now On Sale At Popejoy Hall and SUB Box Offices

THE ROYAL BALLET
OF FLANDERS
Monday, February 13
Tickets: $7.00 $6.00 $5.00
ASUNM/GSA Students% Price
Celebrity Series

Presenting:
Cantos Firmus (Music By Bach)
Three Preludes (Stevenson)
Grand Hotel (Music By Charles Chaplin)

VINCENT
PRICE
IN
"The Villains Still Pursue Me"
UNM Cultural Series

Entries for racquetball dO'Ubles in both men's and women's competition
are due today by 5 pm in Room 230 of Johnson Gym.
Competition will be divided into advanced, intermediate and beginning.
A mandatory participants meeting is scheduled for4 pm Thursday, Feb. 9,
in Room 124 to give tournament information and starting times of the first
match.
Entries are also due today for co-ree table tennis. The tourney is
scheduled for Saturday, Feb. II. A participants meeting is to be held in
Room 230 on Thursday Feb. 9, at 4 pm. to see when is more convenient for
the majority of the participants.

,. •••••••••••••••• .,

'

: drafting and :
: audiovisual :
: supplies :
II
II
II
II

Friday, Feb. 17
Tickets:

$7.00,
$6.00,
$4.00
ASUNM/GSA
Students
Vz Price

•

N M Public Interest
Research Group

NM
PIR<.,

. .,.~::·-

-~-.,.-.:,_ ......
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(NMPIRG)
Availability Of Refund
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
semester's activity fee.
• Amount of refund- s2oo
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office
• How to obtain refund- Show Student ID

Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG
1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working with
your interest in mind
2. Free adv1ce on consume•, socia:l and environmental
proo1ems
.
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

Disadvantages of collecting refund
1. ineligibility to vote or run for NMPIRG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environmental projects
This ~dvertiseme~t is in no way meant to discourage the
~xerc1s~ oty_our nght to a refund, but simply to inform you of
Its avaJ/abJilty. If you have any questions or comments
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Ha/
vard SE.

IM Deadlines

•

The Green Table (KurtJoos)

Marron Hall, Bm 105
277-5656

F7L

Sugor Sells Out

- First American Tour

The Incompa,rable

There are no easy definitions of
Independent film, the prime reason
being the incredible diversity of
works which are included under the
Independent heading. This type of
film is a highly individualistic art,
as individual as each filmmaker
who works in the medium.
As with other such movements,
the American independent genre is
defined partly by its variance from
the norm of the more common
commerical ''movies.'' The
American independent genre is to
the commercial film as poetry is to
the novel.
Independent film is more closely
linked to contemporary painting,
sculpture and poetry than to the
theatrical and novelistic roots of the
"movies". Most independent films
are comparitively short (under 15
minutes) and explore aspects of
film which are peculiar to the
medium of cinema. The aspects are
primarily visual and deal with the
essential elements of light and
movement. And range from
representational to abstract, from
traditional narrative to completely
non-narrative.
Many Independent films are
more difficult to understand on
first viewing. The viewer is required
to take a more active role in the film
experience. Yet the results can be
visually stunning and exhilarating
and the end experience quite
valuable.
This series is indeed a rare opportunity to see this type of film. It
seems essential that those who are
interested in contemporary art and
those whose only film experience to
date has been commercial film, take
advantage of the program.

Tonight's performance of the
Broadway smash "Bubbling Brown
Sugar'' has been sold out, but there
are some standing room tickets
which will go on sale at 7:30 p.m.
tonight.

submissitm decrdlt!tf!:
Jeb ?8J '3?8

Clear~nnt' & Bien lang tracmg paper:-.
DPnrll mulll·medta paper I Oraftmg ''"no:.
Drawing instruments I Lettering self.
Complete drafting room furnrture
Chartrng tapes f Technical Pens
Overhead project ron maiP.f1als
Lecturers pad s & Elasejs
Thousands of markers

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES 1 LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPliES/PICTURE FRAMING

251.0 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 I 505-265·3733
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Our 30 Watt AM/FM Stereo System
We engineered it. We designed it. We made it one of the best sounding stereo systems around. And then we gave it a price that's hard to
beat. Our LR-1515 AM/FM stereo receiver packs 15 watts per
channel*, two Matrecs two-way speaker systems, so good they carry
a 5 year warranty, a BSR 2260BPX automatic turntable complete with
base, dustcover and magnetic cartridge ... all for only 239.80! Com~~;:! :~~h~t1her leading national brands. You'll never fi n~ agbuso
' INDI\'IOUAL COMPONENT
I
$349•80

23

.

..

• mlnlmun RMS, both channelo
""'" 40-20,000 Hz wlll1

AM/FM 8Track Stereo

•

?ur MCR7500 IS a complele car music ~YS!em with 8 lrack tape player
and AM/FM stereo rad1o. The radiO d1al IS mcorporated inlo the B lrack
lape door. Sl1de bar AM/FM switch Sol•d stale circuitry. Universally adJUStable shalts allow for custom IN-DASH INSTALLATION I

•

•

II
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•• 10% Discount to Students ••
•
& Teachers with current I.D. •
•a California Art Supply, Inc. •
•
•

..

!

5995

PRICES GOOD THRU FEB.15

~d!f!Ys:£!!~
ANOIA PLAZA MONTGOMERY PLAZA FAIR PLAZA
Can.delarla '& Juan Tabo

San ~.~teo & Montgomery (!ower !eve!)

Lomas & San Pedro

294-4422

881-6111

255-9933

SPECIAL

QOLLECTlONS

..
oo /. r•:RSONALS
S\ ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
....-t

traception, sterili7.ation, abortion. Ri~ht to Choose,

oO 2'14-0171.
l:;> THE AMEIIICAN DOLLAR
ro

8

~
~
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0

....<

>.

has

2115
depreciated

~
0

.§

E.xrcricnccd teacher. Prlvntc Jc~sons. Call Marc ut L

Optkal Company, 255-8736.

FIRST LESSON

FREE.

tfn

Flal-pickhlg or classlcul.

::;s

~

&MMush:Studio:247-8158.
2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT mlght make a good

z"

5656.
2/10
A\.JlUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY !Oc, American

new~ Slory? Citll the LOBO m:ws tip hotline, 277-

o

gf

dg:Hcltes 4Rc, every morning nt PiJlC & Tobacco
Roud. 11~ block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE. M-F 9-6
;mdSat, 10.5.
2117

0..

CARI'OOJ. AVAILABLE FROM Santa Fe 10 UNM

00

for 9;30 cla~s Tues., Thur.!i. 1.988-2642,
2114
COCKT'i\11. STYLE RAINBOW color cigareucs
available at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107U Cornell SE.

2114
SC)AJ< UP SUDS at Ned's ton he. Every Wednesday is
special drink nhc.
218
NICK. SO NOW YOU want me to give you a call for
a ~[lie--don't -hold your breath. Mary.
219
FRESH CIGARS--AT' PRICES you can afford.
Avuilablc at Pipe& Tobacco Road, 107D Cornell SE.

2/8
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Shorl
intcn~ivc cmJrscs in shooting black-and-white, color,

Lenrn u permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: absolute
bcghmers or i!llermediates. Special sessions In out·
door porlrailure. nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable IUition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for infonmuion: A·Photographer, 1717 Girard

NE. 265-2444.

2110

PITCHERS FOR MEN 1S fast-pitch softball needed.
If Interested ca1129R~6476.
2/13

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WHEELS--Love Angel. 218
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE 299-4773.
2113
THE HOF'E OF GLORY! Free admission rock
conl.!ert. Saturday nite, February I hh, 1:00 at The
Chri~tian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
211 {}
ITS YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
phntt;lgraphy, prose. poetry, etc. to UNM's creative
work'\ rmtgu7im.·~Conccptions-Southwest, Room IDS
Marron Hnll or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28,

1rn
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS rronl the UNM). We
Deliver. Call843-97SO.

2.

2/10

LOST & FOUND-

I,OST CAT, LARGE grey-brown-black: long haired,
- nuffy tailctl, ~hort icllgcd male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone ,'iincc Jan. 25 from area Ash and Silver.
Plca~c caiiZ47-2697 if round.
2110
LOST: FEB. 4, WHITE male cat. Green eyes, blue
rhine~ tone collar. No tag.s. 255·7435.
2114

The Union
(sub)
Theo.tre
presents:

The Works
of
Kenneth
Anger

Ro.bblt's
moon
o.nd
Lucifer
Rising
o.lso

WHAT IS A COLLEGE. INN7 Good food, Carpctcd, ttir conditioning. Apartment ;;]ylc living. 303

Ash NE, 243-2881,
218
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE house
3 ,SERVICES
$110/monlh. CaJI Joc\277-)2)0 or255·3608. 2/14
ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 266-9222, $80.00
LSAT-MCAT RJ'VIEW COURSES, Prepare Now. momhly,
2/10
Call PENM 842-~200,
1rn ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL ho"" in

con:;;idcrably against the German Mark. This will
cause nlrl;cnstbcks 19 increase In pricc$3/pr, l:itar!ing
Feb. 13. Birkcnstocks now 20o/o off old price until
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE! someday so start now
Feb. II at Wild Rose, 2916 Cclltrul SE, 266-9946.
when it tests lcs!i. Metropolirim Representative,
2110
DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating, · LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463.
2/8
children from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
TYPING.I.IIQUALITY,883-77872124
study on play. If you arc interested, please cal) 277, 2/14
4209.
2110 FAST TYPING 266-3953.

CONTACTS'/? POLISHING&SOLUTIONS. Casey

Q)

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corp.~. Ortega 233.
,
. 1) ,
ss
277 5 07 ____________:::·
::..:_~::.:,:._

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY; Last day

J'or full refund February II. t) Books must be in
oriU\!lQI con~itim1. 2) YC1U mu~l have ea!ih receipt! 3)
You must nrcscrll ~tudcnt !D.
2/10
YoU\) REPAIR, CALL Mike, 247-9083,
2110

INCOME TAX PREPARATION rorms 1040-A $5,
1040$7 ,;o . LoUie, 265-3149.
2110
EXPERIENCEOTYPIST. 821-7905.
2110

Corrales, non-smoker, prefer graduate ~tudent
working pcr!ion, $13!i, 898~7798.
218

5.

FOR SALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
monthly payments. 268~4393.
2113

SLWii'INU UAG. EDDIE BAUER Kuruknrum
mummy,-20.F. Right for campers, b_ackpackers. 2775039; 24)-1985.
. 219

FOR REPAIR BJLL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
huttollhole~. embroiders, darns. Ulind s(itches
without a\lachmc;nts, $27.50 and .take machine. :2.662113
INCOME! TAX PREPARATION, In house service, 5R71.
rca!'!unablc rates, Tom 243· 7387.
2/10 1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/.case cherrY finish
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in· $27.5.00 cost $375.00 new, 292-3087 after 5:30. 2/13
~~trance, legal, mcdit;nl, statisticnl. Call266-4770.
KOSS HEADPHONES, $15.255-6610.
218
2/10
UNDERDASH CASSI!TTE STEREO with fast
TYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery .. 296- f(lrward and rcwi 11 d. $30, 255-MIO.
218
8564.
l
3/20 AM-FM CASSETTE S'I'EREO, mounts in car da~h
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page, 883- hnard, $75. 2S5-66JO:
218
3822.2/13
MEN'S FREE-S'l'YLE SKIS, ~i7.c 10 boot.~, with
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia me~ hod. ('Joles. 255-6610,
2/8
Ucginncrs welcome. 266-92.91.
2/28 MINUTEMAN MISSLE NOSECONES, only wd
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete ty(?blg .and once, good for planters or convcr;<;ation piece. $5,00
editorial wstcn\. Technical, general, legal, mcdtcal, each. 255-6610.
2/8
scl-iolastic. Charts& tnbles. 345-2125.
ol/29 FOR SALE: ,1976 Fiat 131, .5-.~pecd, c....:ccllcnl conREASONABI.E TYPING SERVICE. Call268.4917, dition, low ·mi.leage, Sony AM-FM stereo cassel\c.
Col\\ Barry, 877-78R 1,
2113
2/9
KINI\O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and PEUGEOT 10-SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars.
now 3-minutc Passport Photos, No appointment. down-tube frame, cxl.;'cllcnt condition, $60. Lariy,
268-B5i5.
1rn 883-7262 afler I:00.
2/13

PEDAL STEEL GUITAR: Cull John, 242·2171

HOUSING

4.

COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share
furnished house during week? Excellent neighborhood. Walk to tJNM. 255·0233, evenings, $90.00.

2/8

CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely furnished l~bdrm, $110,
utilities paid. Call262-1751, Valley Rcnlals, $30 fcc.

2/10

2/R

before 7 pm.

NO DOWN PAYMENT San.<;ui receiver. 100 walls,

cassette or 8 track player. Fronolic 6·way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly payments.

266-5871

2/13

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment~
small monthly paymcnu until balance Is paid orr.

266-5872.

2/13

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commerdnl model with
sh:1g rake and attachments, lifetime factory warranty,
take over small paymento;. 206-5871.
2/D

I11KE TO CLASS. Clean solid 1-bdrm, $145, bills
paid. C:al\262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
2/10
$100 CAMPUS I~BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Included. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 2/10 February. Della Mark JOIJ $39.. 95: Megaspark 400
SE 1-BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets $42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 261~·5490. Electronic
wcli:omc, $100. Call 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 Ignition Sales.
2/17
fcc.
2/10 DELUXE KINGSIZE WATERBED, exccllenl
GOOD NE 4-RM DUPLEX. Kid,, pets 0~, SilO. condition, $75.00 Best offcr,242-2003 nftcr five. 219
Ca\1262·1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee..
2/10 ROCKING CHAIR, SOLID hardwood. $40 mu~t
NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a rurni5hcd 3· '<II. 25s-6610.
218
bdrm hou~e. swimming pool. $100. After 6:00 call MINI-CASSETTE PLAYER RECORDER, only 6
299-1301\, Mike.
2/8 mn<i. old. 255-6610.
218

VERY HEAVY DUTY tripo(\, with head, made for
35mm movie work, $350, G\17.0 tripod, wilh ]load,
excellent for4 X 5 field ~sc, $69,95. Another, wooden
legs, with head, $69.95. Trades acccp(cdl and will buy
for cu~h. Wilson Camera, 3107 Ccntr~l NE.
2/8
SONY TRINITRON, AUTOMATIC one button fine
tuning, hig scr~cn, factory warranty. 268-4393. 2/14

PIONEEI\ COMPLETE

Worldwide travel. Summer job or career, Send $3.00
for infmrnalitut to SE.AFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
P11r1 Angelc~. Washington 9R362.
2110

8.

Big King Kong

STE~EO.
.~pcnkcrs. magnetic turntable & higlurudc cartridge
ctr.~selte

recorder, A~sumc small monthly payment!!,

26R-4J94.

2114

TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE· touch"-matic
browning clement, large oven. adju~tablc !\helves,
autuntatic dcfnut, memory take up. Small monthly
payment~. 266-5871.
2/14
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sel\ 1 big
motor a\lm.:hmcnts fi{lor waxer & polisher, take over
puymcrll~ till baiUil\!C pu!U oi'J', 268·4394.
2114
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
tlnimc;d. Eq\lipped to buUonhole, zig zag. Pay $\6.00
und take machine. 266-5R72.
2/14
19()0 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
·good, $750,00, negotiable-, 243-73!i7leave message.
2/l)

v;;p;,

MOPEDS FROM $399, -Vespa Scoutc'rs;
Peugeot, Hcrculc.s, Batuvus Mopeds. Scr;,.j(;c & nc~cs~oric~. J .J, Moped. 3222 Central SE, 26tt-3949 2/9

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people, Work ns little as 3 ·Ius. per week, or more,
Ca11299-04(}1 for nwrc information.
212
PART-TIME JOH:SALES, flexible h.ours, good p;.~y.
Po~-.iblc full~l!me summer. Call Phil Franc1yk, CLU.

RRJ.jJ60.

.. ,,

•

MISCELLANEOUS

namantan
Attacks Treaties

CHEAP WATERllEDS! Water Trips $89.95 buys
you I) dur).; walnut stained frame, 2) safety Uner, 3)
f(mlll comfort pad, 4) any size mauress wlth 3-year
guarantee; $!l9.95. 3407 Central NE. 255-2289. 2/23
DANCE!! FEBRUARY 19,1978, _3pm-7pm
American tc~ion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
Mu!o!ic by Srinning Wheel, $6 u couple, $3 single
iickcts availahle at a !I Tickctrnll.'otcr locations. · 2/10

SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. II th
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturduy 10:00 am-5:00 pn1.
('ml $30.00, .~\lldent~ $20,00. Phone 262-0066 or 26ft·

I'IR9.

a·great
place
to eat!

2/17

MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No expericrwe required. Excellent pny.

Free 35• drink
with this coupon
and purchase of
any sub

Expires
Sunday
Feb.l2 ,-._..,.

Ash Wednesday
Services

New Mexico

7:30a.m.
12:00
Organ Recital
12:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.

DAILY

Episcopal Church
Canterbury Chapel
425 University

ACROSS

KUNM-FM, in an effort to provide increased service
to the people of New Mexico, is attempting to affiliate
with National Public Radio (the radio eqivalent of C!tannel5's PBS affiliation). Programs from NPR cover a wide
range of information and music; these programs are
currently not being heard in Albuquerque and Northern
New Mexico. National Public Radio would be a valuable
addition to the New Mexico airwaves.
In order to bring National Public Radio to New
Mexico, KUNM must continue to receive our current
level of funding from ASUNM and GSA. If you support
KUNM and NPR please take a minute to fill in the
coupon below. Send it to either ASUNM or GSA or drop
it by the Information Desk in the SUB.

.

Dear ASUNM/GSA,
Please continue to support KUNM so
that they will be able to bring National
Public Radio to Albuquerque.

Name:-----------

Student ID No. _ _ _ _ __
I am a undergraduate/graduate (please circle one) student at UNM.

~·
'
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PIRG's Board of Directors will
be interviewing any members
interested in filling a position
on the board left vacant by the
resignation of board member
over the semester break.
The board will meet at 4:30p.m.
today at the PIRG office, 139
HarvardSE.

related declines in college
enrollment.
"Today the cost of sending a son
or daughter to college is an increasingly serious burdent on
America's low and middle income
families," Carter ~aid.
"Increasingly,
middle-income
families, not just low-income
families •. are being st.retchecl to their
financial limits by th~se llCW a,Jd
growing costs." .
The average cost of sending a
student to a private college is about
$4800 a year and to a public school·
about $2500 - an increase of 77
per cent in the· past decade, the
President said.

The Program would:
-Expand the basic educational
opportunity grant program to
include 3.1 million additional
students. A total of 2.8 million
students, including at least two
million from families in the $16,000
to $25,000 income bracket not
presently eligible, would be
guaranteed $250 grants.
-Create additicmal jobs for
280,000 students by requesting an
extra $165 million from congress
for part-time student jobs with the
government paying 80 percent of
the salaries.
-Raise family income eligibility
fcont. on page 7 J

Nimoy Dubbed Success
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By Speaker's Committee

The Staff of KUNM

Thursdo.y:
Go.ry Dcbermo.n
·
on
The
Structuro.ilst
Film

~ '"~""' ~\:
~ ..._,. -.' '"'-

....
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-LO .....

Vietnamese Group
Prorr1ote.s Exchange
Between Cultures.

Thanks,

Eo.ux
D' Artifice
Wed. o.t 8:00
students JI,OO
general S1.50

' -,
C.:.~~
~

Carter Spells Out College Aid Plan

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
44 Blood
UNITED Feature Syndicate
vessels
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Kind of tire 45 Where Warsaw Is
6 Form ol
preclp.
46 Trustful
10 Wander
49 Underground
1-*J--#-;.¥.*+-,
around
14 Anoint:
worker
50 Does
Archaic
household
15 ____ China
work
1 6 WW-11
resistance 51 Fruit skin
52 Current
group
55 Magical
17 Bicuspid's 58 Employment
neighbor
60 Anglo-Sax18 Gracious
on slave
loser: 2
61 Noun endwords
ing
20 Inspire
62 Quoted
reverence 63 Study
9 Head
35 Animal prod
21 First murprinted matgesture
37 Rotate
ter
derer 1.
1
0
Sleeper
rapidly
G
23 y~nas IC 64 G me
11 Scents
40 Displayed
deviCe
a_
1 2 Poet's outclearly
24 Nonirritating
animal
put
41
Make fun of
65
Paper
26 Producer of
13 Organic
42 Deportment
volume
sources
compound 43 Tijuana
sales
19Gieamed
cheer
DOWN
28 Man's name
22
Conjunction
45
Fastener
30 Mutiny
1 Thailand
25 Abraham's 46 Bed Ieaver
· vessel
king
nephew
47 Irregularly
31 From the
2
Sufficient:
26
Destructive
notched
same
Archaic
winds
48
----Doone
mother
3 Observe a 27 Trave Iover 49 Money
32 Electrical
holiday
a surface
hoarder
work
State:
Abbr.
28
Fells
51
Subterfuge
4
36 Moist
5 Fabric
29 Once more 53 Arch
37 Lively out6 Harsh
30 Gazelles
54 Joins in
ing
7
Author
32
Exhausted
matrimony
38 Recent
unknow11: 33 Embodied in 56 Man's
form: Prefix
Abbr.
flesh
nickname
39 Flowers: 2
a
Nuptial
34
Gaseous
57--·
and only
wo(ds
words
'
element
59 Title
42 Beverage

rcncgothtlc a just trcuty. To do that l'•'r.lonalities are for the treaties
By JOHN CHADWICI\
we need to have freedoms in our because they had put Torrijos in
LOBO Staff Writer
country.
W.e do not have the power,'' Bernal said.
President Carter's proposed
Bernal said tile trcatie> "are in
freedom
10
discuss this treaty. It
Panama Canal treaties "don!t
was imposed upon us, " Bernal complete contradiction with
defend the rights of the
Carter's stand on human rights.
Panamanian·. people," said Dr.
said..
"When The Torrijos government
He
wntinucd,
"l
n
1967,
the
Miguel Antonio Bernal, an exiled
goes
down, we are going to refuse
Panamanian,· at 'a press conference United Slates and Panama
negotiated a t·reaty which was this treaty immediately.
at the Albuquerque Press Club.
Bernal's speech tonight is being
refused by .t.he ·Panamanian peop11!
Bernal, who will be speaking
and
national
deputies.";
·He
~aid 'ponsored by the UNM Speakers
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB,
thh wa:; before the current Commillee and the Young Socialist
said "The Panamanian people
Alliance (YSA). Jim Miller of the
think
Panama is for the gov~rnment of General Omar
YSA said Bernal is touring 18 cities
Panamanans and not for the U.S. Torrijos.
in
the United States.
Ford and other
governn ent' s interest."
Bernal was a professor of law
and p•,litical science at the
University of Panama until his exile
in Febr11ary of 1976. He is now
living ir Mexico and is an editorial
columni·.t for "Uno Mas Uno," a
daily newspaper in Mexico.
Berm: ~aid, "We think that the
Amcricun people do not know the
Thursday, February 9, 1978
real situation in Panama and the
real h1~tory of the U.S. and
Panama relations about the
Panama canal."
Bernal commented on Carter's
fireside chat last week about the
treaties, saying, "He (Carter) said
he signed a treaty · with a conthan five million students, in·stitutional gov~rnmenL Our
WASHINGTON (UP!)
cluding
two million youngsters
govcmmcm is not a constitutional President Carter Wednesday
government.
proposed a federal college aid from moderate income families for
"We thmk it IS necessary to program that would cuver more the first time.
Carter and Secretary Joseph
Califano of Health, Education and
Welfare said the proposal was an
alternative to a $250 tuition tax
credit plan backed by some
Republican Congressmen. "1 will
1"' t.acccpt !.)ot:, "c~rt . . :· said.
The program. would increase aid
by $1.46 billion, or nearly 40 per
cent over the current $3.8 billion
outlay. Increases would come in the
form of loans, scholarships and
parttime jobs, designed to b,lunt
By PHYLLIS M. KNOX
skyrocketing education costs and
LOBO Staff Writer
It was Tuesday, February 7, the
first day of the Vietnamese new
year and "Le Than Chap, 29,
founder and fo(mer president of the Association of Vietnamese
Students and Friends, permitted the
first person in his home to be a
Leonard Nimoy was a financial
~tranger from the Lobo.
wcce;s a; J'ar as the Speaker's
The Association of Vietnamese
Commil!e wa~ concerned, said
~tudents
is
an
informal
Damon Tobia~. .:hairman of the
organization which encourages
committee.
friendship among and between the
1302 tickets were ~old and 169
Vietnamese and American students,
more were distributed as comChap said. There arc 18 registered
plementary tickets or s.cason passes
members out of 20 Vietnamese
from a possible 2088 ticket>, he
students enrolled at UNM.
said.
The Association "helps in·
"The 169 tickets are way over
trouduce incoming Vietnamese
we usually give out. We gave
what
students to American culture and
80 tickets to the radio stations to
American students to Vietnamese
Le Than Chap
give away to their listeners,"
culture." Chap said.
The Associatiort sponsors a radio at war for so long, most men like Tobias said.
The show grossed $4975 and
program on KUNM, at 9:30 am, Vuong didn't make plans for the
Saturday, which features Viet- future when they were young. They Nimoy's fee v.as $3150. Tom
namese music, news and magazine knew they would join the army, he Plunkett, a member of the committee sa1d that Nimoy was the
said.
translation.
Vuong, who served as a second second most successful show this
Chap is a teaching assistant at
UNM and will receive his Ph.D. in lieutenant in the Vietnamese army, year follo.\ed bv. Solei!, a laser light
mathematics this spring. His wife worked as a janitor in one of the 20 show.
Tickets to Leonard Nimoy wm·e
will be graduating also this spring stales he visited after arriving irt
1975, he said. "The biggest hope is not sold out as were the entire two
with an M.S.'in business.
shows of Gene Roden berry and one
Le Than Chap taught at the to live in peace," he said.
all
visably
proud
when
They
were
show of William Shatncr. Tobias
university in Hue City, the formal
500
Vietname;e
living
Chap
said
the
said the reason for not selling out
capital of VietNam, after receiving
his BA and MA at California State in Albuquerque have an unem- Nimoy's show wa~ due to "fabe
ployment rate of zero, even though ·advertising" of Shatn~r's show.
University in Fresno.
"A lot of people felt burned at
Vinh Vuong, 29, C'hap's second few have been hired through the
Comprehensive
Employii.ent
the
Shatner show. ll I\ a~ advertised
visitor is the Association's
as a big Star Trek deal and instead
secretary. Vuong is working on his Training Act (CETA).
Vietnamese
studertts
in
junior
he talked about other things. I
second bachelors degree. His first,
think
people were scared off. Also
school
learn
a
second
high
from the University in Viet Nam
was unrecognized here. When he language, usually English, and Star Trek is no longer the only
escaped from Saigon he didn't have third langu<!ge in senior high science fiction show available, now
there's Star Wars and Close
school.
time to get transcripts., he said.
Encounters of !he Third Kind," he
Most
of
the
Vietnamese
who
Vuong also has a problem with
gelling permanent residency papers were relocated across the United said.
Tobias said he expects the
in New Mexico which are needed States have moved to Texas and
Speaker's
Commitec to break even
is
warmer
California.
The
climate
for citizeliship.
in
its
budget
this year, with no
But because Viet Nam has been and similar to that of Vietnam.
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deficit or surplus. He r,aid that pcn\c\ arc i'or the ~pcnkcr1.
"We've grossed about $9500 for
because of the large allocation that
the committee receives from thb year and we'll need to gro~s
ASUNM, all the committee has to $2500 to meet the $12,000 goal for
earn back is half of what the ex- the year," he said.

ASUNM Committee
To Study Committees
By D. M. FLYNN
ASUNM Senator R. J. Laino
announced to the senate Wednesday the formation of a senate ad
hoc efficiency investigation
committee at the senate's seventh
meeting of the session.
The. :ommittee will . investiga;e
the eff1c1ency of some of ASUNM s
larger organizations and will review
financial_ recor.ds of the past two
years, Lamo satd.
Laino. who will be the committec's chairman, did not say
wliich organizations would be the
subject of the investigation. Six
senators signed up for the committee after Laino's announcement.
In other action, Lain? al_so
announced that the prestdentlal
appointments committee· voted
agaillst the appointment of Wade
Moody as ASUNM acting attorney
general by President Tom Williams.
Laino, chairman of t~e committ.ee,
reported that PAC Will be meeting
with . Williams to re-consider the
appointment of Moody. .
Financially, the senate has $3,260
left to appropriate during this

semester, according to latest figures
released by the ASUNM treasurer.
Senator Swanson told the Senate
that she wanted the body to
reconsider its split vote over the
issue of mopeds on campus. Last
week the senate voted 7-7 on the
question of considering mopeds
bicycles or motorcycle•;. The matter
will be considered at the next
steering committee meeting.
The senate also discussed
KUNM's J97B fiscal year budget.
In order to be affiliated with
National Public Radio Servt~e.
KUNM must have a budget
$65,675.22, the treasurer reported.
Rich Anaya siad that he had
goltcn a committmcnt from Paul
Mamfield Director of KUNM that
the ra<'hJ' station would not be
asking lor an increase in its appropriation.
Robert
Roibal,
senate
representative to KUN11J, said·
KIJNM would try to increase their
percentage of funds received from
the Graduate Students Association
(GSA). GSA appropriated 6 per
cent of KUNM's budget in 1977.

